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Studentsfind fitness in challenge
Siu-Miranda
)Meyling
Features co-editor
)
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Lisa Sargent has finished her homework.
Her husband and three children are now in

bed, and she can finally practice her yoga
postures and get her two points.
Lisa is one of344 students, faculty and staff

who have joined this year's Seattle University Fitness Challenge, a six-week wellness
programdesigned to motivate participants to
achieve better health.
"The purpose of this game, along with
people recognizing somepositive changes in
their lives, is to help balance your life," said
Anne Carragher, Seattle University Associate Athletic Director.
"Thereis now a moreof a holistic point of
view in what wellness is. It's wearing your
seatbelt, flossing your teethand finding some
time to help somebody, including physical
The Fitness Challenge 2004 incorporates
friendly competition by requiring teams of
four to gainweekly points for healthy activities such as exercising,keeping a balanced
diet and drinking eight glasses of water per

nize healthy behaviors while working to
eliminate badhabits.Participants are encouragedto declare apersonalimprovement goal,
referred to as "PIG." If they meet this goal
they get 10 points during the last week ofthe
challenge if they have achievedit.
"I want to take off the weight Idecided to
gain in fall quarter. Ihave cut back in my
junk food and I'm trying to be conscious of
my vending machine habits," Sargent said
with a smile.
Throughout the week, teammates record
and tally their points on a score sheet. Their
individual points are then added and each
team score is posted on the SU Sports Web
page.
However,Carragher emphasizedthat there
areno minus points in this game and that the
challenge is team-based because it removes
individual pressures.
"You've got to mix up your exercisingbecause it gets boring. Part of the component
that makes it fun is partnership, joining in
with a friend," Carragher added.
Firming up and losing weight are common
factors attracting students to participate,but
for most it's the camaraderie.
"1justcometo schooland go home, school
and go home. I'm bombarded with home-

Jake Campbell, freshman, Matteo Ricci humanities major,
pumps iron at the Connolly Center.

had a snowballeffect. At this time ofthe year, lengeone ofthe biggest sinceits beginnings
when people are trying to fulfill New Year's in the '90s, with the largest category being
resolutions, there is heightened interest in student teams.
beinghealthy. Technology likeExcel spreadThe Trojan Warpigs' captain,TomGaspers,
Sargent's team, the TrojanWarpigs, is one
sheets and webpages areused to keep scores a veteran ofthe FitnessChallenge and staff
of the three Reidy Collegium groups who work.This is the first group affiliation I've creating a levelofflexibilityallowingpeople at the Reidy Collegium, took the initiative to
gather the teams and admits he never exhave joined the healthy competitionand se- had and Ienjoy the sense of belonging," to joineven after the gamehas
pected to see such competitionamong them.
to
and
to
check
their
Sargent
progress
sitting
jovial
begun
along
said
next
her
teampoints
during
cured 132
the first week.
Although the challenge focuses ona team mates during lunch.
the way. These havebeen some of the conPage
effort, the goal is to have individuals recogThe turnout for this year's challenge has tributing factors in making this year's chal-
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International dinner entertains while educating
Madeleine Hottman

Staff Writer
The27thannual InternationalDinner was muchmore than
just dinner.
The dinner, held in CampionBallroom Jan. 31 was a celebration of diversity and cultures from all around the world.
As the final event ofinternationalweek, the dinner brought
all ages and cultures together to celebrate diversity. It was
open to Seattle University students and the community as
"It is a good culmination ofdiversity month.It is a time to
celebratedifferent cultures," Alisa Kutzel,ofthe International
Student Center, said of the dinner.
The dinner was an enormous production. Planning starts
at the beginning of fall quarter andinvolves at least 100 volunteers.

The International Student Center sponsors the event, so
the eight people and three staffmembers in that office dedicate muchof their time toplanning the event and organizing
volunteers. The decoration committee, which is the largest
committee, requires advanced planning and coordination.
The main part of the event was, of course, the food, all
cooked by students. Most of the food was cooked on site
starting late Friday night and early Saturday morning. The
dishes prepared included 13 different dishes, each a recipe
from different countries.
The menu was: Curry Chicken from Thailand,Penne alia
Puttanesca,cooked by theInternational Student Center, from
Italy. Fried rice with shrimp lettucewraps and friedchicken
wings from China, yam porridge from Africa, Brother Jim
chicken pastries and broccoli salad from the United States.
There was also Yakisoba and kara-age from Japan,
guacamole and enchiladas from Mexico, haupia from Hawaii, pochero and lumpia Shanghai-style and vegetable
lumpia and turon from the Philippines, Nasi uduk and biji
salak from Indonesia. Finally,there was also cheese and bacon quiche from France, Vietnamese noodles and chicken

"It was sad that Iwas a vegetarian,"Jordan Sidebottom, a
sophomorenursingmajor, said of the food. The various cultures represented are not traditionally vegetarian, so there
wereonly a few dishes Sidebottom could enjoy.
As if the enormous amount of food were not enough for
the celebration,the dinner included a longprogramof entertainment andraffle prizes.
There were ten different acts, three of them done by student organizations. They included the Middle Eastern Ensemble, Seattle International Chinese Lion Dance, Korean
Morning Star, Enzian Schuhplattler BavarianFolk Dancing,
Indonesian Student Association,Bailadores DeBronce Mexican Folk Dancing and Fiesta Mexicana,Show Brazil, Vietnamese Student Association, One World, Taiko, and the SU

Student Fashion Show.
"My favorite act was the Brazilian music. They were so
good," Sidebottom saidofthe fast paced,rhythmic Capoeira
performance.
The majority of the crowd inside Campion Ballroom
wrapped up the performance parading around in spirited
conga lines.
"Thedrum act mademybonesrumble withthe vibrations,"
Marc Weller, a freshman in pre-major studies saidof the Japanese drum ensemble.
"It wasreally interesting to see the coordination and technique," Stephanie DeGrande, a sophomore, said about the
JapaneseTaiko drummers.
There was a raffle that had 27 possible prizes, including
the grand prize of two round-trip airline tickets to Europe
A member of Korean Morning Star Group donated by STA travel, and twoEuro passes with travel gear.
Nazir Harb won the grandprize.
performs fan dance during dinner.
"I was in utter disbelief. It was a complete shock," Harb
over rice from Vietnam, andkhinkali from Russia and Geor- said about winning the raffle.
gia.
The evening closed with a fashion show representingclothVolunteer student ushers facilitated food serviceinan or- ing styles from around the world including fashions from
ganized pattern,so that the food lines were manageable.
Russia, Indiaand Spain.
"It was educationally diverse and delicious at the same
The crowd had mixed reactions to the American fashion
time," Nazir Harb, a freshman, said of the dinner.
representative, outfitted incowboy gear.
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SU Security Report
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Screen your calls

Be careful they don't talk back

Campus Police Services (CPS) staffreceived a report
from astaffpersonlocated in the Lynnbuilding. Thevietim reported shewas receivingsome harassing telephone
calls from an unknown male. Themale was making unwanted social inquiries towards her. The victim ignored
two more calls, whichhave since ceased.

At approximately 8:50 p.m. a resident assistant notified
CPS officers that a male individual was ducking behind a
truck in the alley and lookingat the windowslocated on the
"*?
T*
west sideof the building. CPS officers respondedand conducted an area check. No one matching the suspect's dejTy
scription was found. Witnesses in theareanotified CPS of&l
WL.
ficers they did see a similarly described individual walking
north bound from Campion and that the same description
matched anindividual who wasobserved talking to the light
poles andmail boxes on the city sidewalk.
the syringe inmedical safety tube. The safety tube was
then placed into a medical biohazard container for dis-

f*nlHil<v»lrc <?
Tuesday 1/27

CPS staffreceived a report from the residence facility
custodian who wanted to report damage to universityproperty. A CPS officer respondedand found a chair located
in theBellarmine basement study lounge had been broken. A woodenleg on the chair wasbroken off overnight.
Damage wasestimated atapproximately $100.
■■
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Wednesday 1/28

At approximately 2:20 p.m. CPS staff receiveda report
of an autoprowl in the 11* &E.James St. Garage. The
victim contacted CPS and reported parking their vehicle
on Sunday andreturning Wednesday tofind things amiss.
Approximately 100CD'swere missing andakey wasbrokenoff in theignition with wires exposed. No signs of
forced entry were found andSPDofficers were not able
to lift any good fingerprints.
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At approximately 10:20p.m. a CPSofficer on patrol came
across a strong odor of marijuana in the campus apartment
facility.Aresident advisor andCPSofficer responded. When
theindividualsin theunit werecontacted they were cooperaj^
ye an(j 9^^
smoking marijuana. The
individuals handedoversome wrappingpaperanddrugremnants that were disposed ofafter documentation.

Saturday 1/30

At approximately 12:30 a.m. CPS staff received a report ofanunknown maleina tree adjacent thecity street.

Students in Xavier Hall reported that the individual was
looking at them and were able to describe him as a4O
something-whitemale witha baseball cap& yellowjacket.
Witnesses said the suspect left the area walking eastbound
from campus. CPS staffresponded and didanareacheck
Cijcnic|
O[jc oy
Svrinae
OUSpiCIOUS
Inge
or tjje gygp^^ ttut noone matching the description was
found. CPS staff then spotted apersonmatching the deTJWflday 11/29
scription at 10th & East Jefferson. CPS staff contacted
SPEDofficers. The suspect was found to beintoxicated
At approximately 1p.m. CPS staffreceived a report from and would not identify himself to police or CPSofficers
a grounds staff person mat they hadcome upon asyringe on was arrested and trespass warnedfromthe universityprop10* and East Madison. CPS staff responded and recovered erty.

Vagina Monologues appearing at Seattle
University, dozens of other Catholic institutions
"I was so buzzed and giddy after Take
Sponsors for events include the Seattle
University
Society,
Feminist
The
Wismer
Back
the Night this year and wanted to find
Editor-in-chief
Center, and the Women's Studies Depart- a way to continue the dialogue,"Lloyd continued, explaining how she got involved in
Seattle University is oneof more than30 ment.
Catholic Universities hosting the Vagina
TheFeminist Society, formed this yearby founding the Feminist Society.
MonologuesFeb. 13-15.
ThoughLloyd andDunnfield first hatched
students Adana Lloyd and Todd Dunnfield,
SU junior Suzanne Rogan is directing the did the majority of the organizational work the idea ofbringing the Monologues tocammonologues written byNew Yorkauthor Eve to bring the monologues to campus.
pus, they werecareful toinclude Seattle UniEnsler, with a cast composedentirely ofSU
Lloyd, a senior majoring in political sci- versity administration in the planning prostudentperformers. Roganandher actorsse- ence, saw theneed for more campus discus- cess.
Despite their intentions,Lloyd was forced
lectedthe Monologues theypreferredandor- sion on women'sissues.
proclaimed
dered them through V-day,aself
"I think there's plenty of discussionabout to admit that "even just the word 'vagina'
"global movement to stop violence against gayrights, but not enough about women's sparks some controversy on its own."
women," catalyzedby Ensler.
issues," Lloyd said.
Somemembers ofthe campus community

Erica Terence
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Have an impact
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Master's degrees and certificate programs in
Counseling, Marriage and FamilyTherapy,
School Counseling,School Psychology,
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have contacted university administration to
voice concerns about the content of the
Monologues,according to Lloyd.
Performances are scheduled in Campion
Ballroomon Friday Feb.13 at 7:30p.m., Saturday Feb. 14 at 7:30 p.m. and Sunday at
2:30 p.m.
Tickets, which can be purchased at the
CAC, cost $10 in advance and $15 at the
door. Proceeds from the event will be donated to Communities Against Rape and
Abuse (CARE) andWomen's Freedom Center. For more information on the Vagina
Monologues, visit www.vday.org.

503-554-6166
counseling.georgefox.edu
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Study AbroadFair connects students to new cultures
KatieMusselman
Staff Writer
■

Shiny brochures filled with pictures ofcultures yet to be
experiencedbeckoned the curiosity of students at this year's
Study Abroad Fair.Seattle University offers manyprograms
for studyingabroad that are organizedby the institution,for
example French-in-France at the Universite de Nantes, or
theLatinAmerican StudiesProgram at the Universidad IberoAmericanain Puebla,Mexico.However, many students find
that they want to go to other cities andother countries that
are not already offered through the programs atSeattle University. TheStudy AbroadFairoffered just suchprospects to
students.
Featured study abroad opportunities ranged from
volunteerism abroad with the Peace Corps,and School for
International Training Study Abroad, as well as internship
placements around the world with lES Abroad. Enrollment
and placement at highly accredited foreign universities in
places like England andSouth Africa withInter Study were
also available. With so many programs to consider and so
many places togo, SeattleUniversity students waded through
the possibilities posing the most important question ofall:
Why study abroad?
Admissions Coordinator Brook Blahnik from Inter Study
observed that "Many students that Ihave encountered believe study abroad is only for foreign language majors or
thatitmeansalongvacation. But thereare tangible academic
differences in studying abroad."
Those differences canamountto quitea bitdue to increased
competitiveness inthe jobmarket. "Students are looking for
ways to diversify and internationalize their resume," commented Blahnik,"A collegeeducation isbecoming mundane;
students are looking for something extrato make them stand
out." Making the choice to study abroad shows willingness

to take chances, which in turn communicates the ability to
contribute on a larger spectrum with the knowledge ofhow
different cultures operate.
Freshman Kelly Rickard, aninternational business major,
feels that studyingabroad would help enhance her resume as
well. "I've always been interesting in foreign affairs and
studying abroad would be perfect for my career."
The experienceofstudying ina foreign countrysurmounts
that of the academic gain in many ways because it forces
students to step beyond their comfort zones to expand their
world view. It is a personalchange as well as a learningex-

perience.

Hannah Thurber, a representative of School for International Training study abroad program agrees, "Studying
abroadis alife changingexperience.Byintegratingyourself
in a different culture and meeting new people,your world
changes, as do your opinions about yourself and your surroundings. It is more than observing and experiencing its
understanding."
Freshman Alice Kungu, political science major, hopes to
diversifyher collegeexperienceby studyingabroad,and, she
continued,"I don't want to be on campus all four years."
Julia Davis, a representative from Cultural Experiences
Abroad, summarizes the vast amount ofprograms available,
"Ioften tell students at these sorts of events to just pick a
place you feel passionate about and everything else will fall
into place...for every place in the world to study there is a
program that will take you there."
As the study abroad counselor pointed out, students just
need to take the first step in deciding what they want from
studyingabroad.Thenitis easier to find aprogram that best
fits their needs.
For more information about study abroad opportunities,
contact study abroad advisor Molly Nixon in Casey 300, or
call (206) 296-2139.

Jessica Arena

Sophomore nursing majors, Judyline
Corpus (left) and Stella Chick (right)
receive information about studying
abroad.

Panel discusses Bush's new immigration proposal
Megan Lee
Staff Writer
The International Student Center
(ISC), the Hispanic Organization for
Legal Advancement (HOLA) and The
International Club (TIC) invited interested participants to attend a discussion
panel on Jan. 29, in order to learn about
newly proposed U.S. immigration policies and how they affect the United
States and Mexico.
The event was hosted by Raquel
Lopez, ISC president, who greeted the
panelists and guests, addressing some of
them in Spanish.
"Today's discussion is about the new
'Temporary Guest Worker Program'proposed by President Bush," Lopez informed the audience,before introducing
the four panelists: Tim Amen, Manual
Rios, Hilary Stern and Consul Jorge
Madrazo.
Each panelist was given 1 0minutes to
introduce their segment of the discussion. Tim Amen, SU Political Science
Professor, spoke first. He further explained the political implications of
Bush's "Temporary Guest Worker Program."

"Our principle immigration policy
changed after World War I," Amen informed the room. "It began to shift from
the 'who should we exclude' philosophy
to the 'how many are we going to letin'
mindset."
Amen went on to discuss the "highlights of the American Immigration
Policy timeline," suchas: the first quota
act established in 1921, the 1942 Mexican Bracero program and the noteworthiness of Bush's current proposal. A
proposal, he said, many are calling the
return of the Bracero or Bracero 11.
The Mexican Bracero program,of the
19405, was a controversial executive

agreement between the United States
andMexico that allowedMexican workers to come to the US to do certain jobs.
It lasted two decades, in various forms,
(later including Cubans, Haitians and
Dominican immigrants to appease the
East Coast) until it was ousted by
Kennedyand Johnson in the early19605.
Immigration Lawyer Manuel Rios,
with a doctorate in international law
from Gonzaga University, was the next
panelist, delving further into the immigration law and economic aspects of the
proposal.
Rios quoted Bush, saying "there will
be ways to seek citizenship" after entering the country, but indicated Bush
never mentions anything specific. He
discussed the legal ramifications and
how they would apply to illegal immigrants already in the country and why
the proposal is pertinent, listing: National Security, growth of the economy
and theissue of labor certification in big
cities like Seattle.
"It will fill a void," Rios mentioned,
"but what will happen after?" He queried before delving into the possible
shortcomings of the proposal. Possible
glitches he noted were: no mention of
family, the issue of derivative benefits,
country quotas, shortsightedness and
practicality.
Hilary Stern, executive director and
co-founder of Casa Latina, was the third
panelist; she represented the worker's
approach.
"The people we working with areliving in the shadows," explained Stern.
"They are working in huge underground
economics — all temporary jobs in an
informal economy. None of these people
would benefit from Bush's proposal."
She used examples like domestics, day
laborers and smallbusiness owners who
would have to pay a fee to stay and par-

"For Mexicans it is
absolutely critical
what is going on in
America. President
Vicente Fox has placed
this matter of immigration on the
" top of
his agenda.
-Jorge Madrazo,
Consul of Mexico for
Washington State
ticipate. A fee that would run about
$1500,speculated the panel.

"It is exciting Bush is bringing this to
the forefront — it's great he is bringing
visibility to this issue bringing recognition to these people who have been
working here so long." Stern said. "But
the most disturbing part is that there is
only a 45 day window, after that if
people don't find a job they have to go
back."
Consul Jorge Madrazo, Consul of
Mexico for Washington State, and former
Attorney General of Mexico, spoke last.
"For Mexicans it is absolutely critical
what is going on in America," Madrazo
said. "President Vicente Fox has placed
this matter of immigration on the top of
his agenda/
Madrazo discussed statistics, dollar
amounts and the intense relationship between the two countries. He also echoed
Stern's belief that one of the great virtues

—

of Bush's announcement is it "refreshes
and stimulates the debate on priorities of
US agenda and recognizes the importance
of Mexico in the USA."
There was no overwhelming decision
amongst the panel indicating if the proposal is "good" or "bad," although nearly
all of the 50 chairs were taken.
Aftereach panelist had their 10 minutes
the conversation shifted to the timing of
the proposal, was it "election year democracy" or "a good faith proposal targeting
the rapidly shifting American demography?"
Subjects like theinternal factions of the
Republican Party, outsourcing, big business and differential wage structuresarose.
"The details can be fascinating— as they
are filled in," commented Amen. "The
devil is in the details."
Then the floor was openedfor questions,
the audience made comments like: What
was meant by "livable wage jobs" in this
case? Who determines that American.'
have been made aware of the jobs, as i
specified in the proposal? How will they
enforce the proposal? What about the guest
worker program in Germany? Isn't this
just furthering the caste system?
There was talk of Schwarzenegger and
California, analysis of the labor market,
the vaguenessof the proposal, the support
the Unions were giving the proposal, comparison to Senator John McCain's plan, the
future implications of the proposal andits
convenience to be targeting a state like
California,with so much agriculture, during the election year, a state with 55 electoral votes that could sway theelection.
Nearly allof theattendees stayed for the
entire two-hour discussion. Afterward
Lopez thanked everyone for attending and
gaveeach panelist a pen. People huddled
andtalked further in thecorridor outside,
speculating about the future of the proposal and thanking the panelists.
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Senate Majority Leader
says more young people
should run for office
Mark Griswold

Staff Writer
When you walk into state Senate
Majority Leader Bill Finkbeiner's
office you immediately notice the
large avant-garde portrait of
Abraham Lincoln hanging behind
hisdesk. Another,more conservative portrait of the famous statesman, rests above abookcase.
"Lincoln was always an admirable person," comments
Finkbeiner, who,at 34, is one ofthe
youngestpeople everelected to the
position ofSenate Majority Leader
in Washington State. Lincoln was
president during one of the most
difficult times in the nation's history,Finkbeiner points out. Wheneverhe is pondering a tough decision he will have to make here on
the state level,Finkbeiner said he
thinks ofLincoln and the decisions
that affected the union he had to
make.

"It puts my decisions inperspective," Finkbeiner said.
But Finkbeiner hasn't always had
this interest inpolitics. Incollege he
"kind ofbounced aroundin majors,"
first studying economics and then
biology before finally settling on
anthropology.
"1 was not the most motivated
student,"he jokes.
However, throughouthighschool
and college he was, interested in
journalism. At Lake Washington
High School he edited a student
magazine, The Source, which was
paid for through advertising and
ranked classes and teachers for the
incoming freshmen. At Whitman
College he was the assistant editor
of the campus paper, ThePioneer.
This interest in journalism led
him to a position on Democratic
presidential hopeful Tom Harkin's
campaign as itcame through Washington.
"I thought it was an incredible
and bizarre process," he said of

campaigning.
Just one week later, though,
Harkin droppedout of the race and
Finkbeiner's career goals took a
different path.
While working on the campaign
he had the chance to meet many
people involvedinpolitics and some
of them suggestedhe run for office.
His family was friends with state
SenatorMichael Heavey,nowJudge
Heavey,who alsoencouragedthe 22year-oldFinkbeiner to run.
Some may think that running for
office at sucha youngage is ill-advised, especially when your only
work experienceis as an assistant
managerof a backpack store and a
fence builder. Finkbeiner, who won
his first race forstaterepresentative,
received his share of comments
from the other candidates pointing
out his lack of experience. He
thinks that more young people
should run for office.
"Thereare two great times to run
for office," he said. "Right when
you getout ofcollegeandafter you

retire." When you're young,
heexplained,you don'thave many
ofthecommitments that come with
age like a family or a career. He
said that there is alot ofextra time,
time you need to devote torunning
a campaign.
"You have lots of friends with
time on their hands,"he added jokingly,pointing out theneed for lots
of help when running a campaign.
He said that it can look frightening when viewed from outside. He
even admitted that he felt intimidated at times during his first campaign,being so young.
"Campaigns canbe difficult emotionally,"he said.
This should not discourage
youngpeople from runningthough,
Finkbeiner stressed. While agecan
bring experience and insight on
particular issues,youngpeoplecan
bring a freshperspective toa lot of
issues.
"Every individual has a different
perspective. Theolder you get the
more you lose touch," he said,
pointing out thatolder peoplemight
not remember the burdens of student loans or the quality of K-12
education.
Perhaps it is this youthful perspective that has led Finkbeiner
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my family."

Finkbeiner saidheloves thework
heis doing here in the Senate and
plans to stick with it for as long as
possible.
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to being the moderate statesman
he is. When he first ran for office it was as a Democrat. Back
then the Democratic Party was

proclaiming themselves "New
Democrats" and stating that they
were for small government. After serving one term in the state
House of Representatives as a
Democrat, however,he switched
parties and ran for the Senate as
a Republican. He was elected at
the age of 25, becoming one of
the youngest people ever elected
to the Washington State Senate.
He said that he is still a bit of an
independent though, and doesn't
always agree with the party line.
WhenFinkbeineris notservingthe
peopleofthe 45Ih LegislativeDistrict
(Kirkland and the rural area to its
east)inthe Washington State Senate
heruns his ownbusiness,a commercial property management firm, in
Kirkland. Heismarried andhas two
small children.
"The travelandtime away from
my family and business are the
most demanding parts of this
job," said Finkbeiner. He tries to
get home to Kirkland regularly to
spend time with his children but
said that his work for the legislature probably affects the income
he makes through his personal
business in a negative way.
"It's very challenging to fit it
in around my legislative duites.
However, it is still a manageable
set of responsibilities and Ithink
I
have been able to balance them
all in a way that works for me and

!
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Erica Terence

agreed with Leary.
"Everyone has it in them to be a leader,
and there are a lot of different leadership
styles," Balyeatreminded.
"Leadershipis a process ofservingagroup,
and guiding it whereit wants to go. Viewing
leadership likethat takes thepressure off 'being a leader', or at least takes the ego out of
it," reflected Michelle Etchart, Director of
Leadership Programs at Seattle University.
"We're starting to cast a wider net for different kinds ofleaders andpeople whodon't
event.
necessarily already think of themselves as
Surrounded by the wisdom of historical leaders," Etchart said, discussing the goals
leaders from John Quincy Adams to Helen of the Blitz.
Keller and Ralph Nader quoted on posters
"Becausemany of us have grownup with
on the walls,Leary offeredhis own sage ad- such a traditional meaning of leadership,lots
viceon leadership.Leary drew frompast fig- of students don't want to see themselves as
ures' lives and words, such as Ghandi and leaders," Balyeat said.
Dr. King, to make his points as well as his
Organizersandattendees oftheBlitz spent
own world-view.
all day Saturday trying to reverse traditional
He emphasized the importance of forever stereotypes about leaders and learn about
expandingcomfort zones, connection to the themselves.
issues, multiple perspectives, and sacred
"I thought it wasa lot of fun. Ilearned a
spaces. Leaders at Seattle University must lotabout how to work withother people and
call on each of these as they go forth to put put yourselfin themindset ofother people to
the University mission of"empoweringlead- figure out how to maximizeefficiency," said
ers for a just and humane world," into ac- attendingROTC major, Brian Bartolini,who
tion,he said.
also volunteers at St. James Cathedral.
Leary also stressed the fact that everyone
Freshman pre-med biology major
in the room was a leader in his or her own Jacqueline Pels came as ASSUclass council
member.
way.
"Motivating othersis oftenabout motivatBecca Balyeat, a freshman Englishmajor
at SU and one of eight event organizers, ing yourself," Pels said.

personality typeandhow that works forand
against them.
Editor-in-chief
For the34 students in attendance, it was a
Why did yourpersonality cross the road? day ofputting their own personalities, comSU students at the 2004 Leadership Blitz mitment, and responsibilities as leaders on
on Jan. listened and laughed as one of their the examination table.
Although Barrientos mid-day activity was
facilitators read out the answers to that metafairly
lighthearted, even that activity mainphorical personality probe like they were
tained a serious focus.
juicyhoroscopes.
The day opened at 9:30 with a speechby
The question came at the endof an activDr.
Timothy Leary,VicePresident ofStudent
ity on group decision-making processes led
Development,setting
an earnesttone for the
by JosephBarrientos from the career center
on campus.

The activity had startedoff with each of
the attendees filling out a Myers Briggspersonality test.Barrientos thenled the students
through a breakdown of the elements of a
decision-making process. He pointed to the
four basic stages ofgathering facts, examining possibilities, examining consequences,
and examiningfeelings inreaction to consequences andalternatives.
Next students rose and shuffled about the
room in groups according to the sequence
their personality types tended to move
through the four stages of decision making
in groups.
"Now you know there's a large percentage of people in this group who go through
the decision making process backwards,"
Barrientos pointed outto hiscrowd ofyoung
leaders after everyone was seated again.
Barrientos said it is important for each of
these youngleaders tobe aware oftheir own

Kerry

For many students, the conference wasas
much about networkingand forming a leadershipcommunity as it was about introspection.
Five students spoke about organizedleadership opportunities on campus, including
OMSA, ASSU, SEAC, the RAT Pack
(RedhawkAthletic TeamsPack), Orientation,
andResidence Assistance.
"We're missing that spunky spirit. You
know you're walking down the street and
someone's says 'Yeah. I'm proud to be a
husky!' Where are the people who are saying to everyone they meet on the street 'I'm
proud to be aredhawk!?"
asked senior Kelly Stewart, representing
her organization,the RAT pack.
Blitz goers on Saturday, however, hadno
trouble identifying pride in their school or
theleaders who represent Seattle University.
"I'mreallyimpressed. There areawesome
students here and they'rereally what makes
this no matter how much wedo," said Kate
Cohn, one of the Blitz organizers.
Cohn, Balyeat, Etchart,and five other organizers started organizing the event in November, but student attendance made the
planning and hard work worth it.
Eachof the attendeespaid S lOand showed
up on campus voluntarily on a Saturday
morning to learn about themselves as leaders.

Organizers have high hopes of drawing
hundreds ofstudents to the event next year.

News Briefs

celebrates

Staying in Love: From
Attraction to Commitment
Explore issues of commitment withfour couples on Monday, Feb.9 from 7
p.m. to 8:30 p.m. in StudentCenter 130.
Couples willexplore how they went from dating to commitment as well as
how they combined differences in religion, race, families and expectations.
RSVP is recommended.Contactkathyc@seattleu.eduor call (206)296-5585

.

Academic Majors Fair
An Academic Majors Fair is being held Wednesday, Feb. 11, in Student
Center 160 from 11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Students who are interested in learningmore about various majors offered
at SU are encouraged to attend.
Formore information calltheAlbersSchool ofBusiness front desk at (206)

296-5700.

Japanese-American Internment
Day of Remembrance
Sen John Kerry of Massachusetts speaks at a rally tuesday at
the SheratonHotel in Seattle. In hopes of rallying support for
his presidental campaign. Sen. Kerry also celebrated his victo
ries in Arizona, Deleware, North Dakota and Missouri.At the
time of the rally, he was leading in NewMexico which he
eventurally won.The Washington State Democratic Caucases
will be Saturday, Feb 7.

■
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Seattle University will commemorate the anniversary of the day President
Franklin Roosevelt signed Executive Order 9006 by hosting an exhibit and
lecture on Feb. 19.
Executive Order 9066 was signed two months after the bombing ofPearl
Harbor, causing the civil rights of more than 120,000 Japanese Americans to
be revoked. Many were forced intorelocation centers and internment camps.
Photo albums andartifacts from the Japanese Internment Museum,as well
aswrittenandoralhistories,willbe ondisplay from9 a.m.-3p.m.in the Lemieux
Library. Alecture and slide presentation willbe given intheSchaefer Auditorium by Dr.Frank Kitamoto, who was interned at Minidoka as a young child
The events are open to the public. For more information contact Andrea
Gleichweith at (206) 296-6375 or Larry Matsuda at (206) 296-5798.
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Shooting star: Junior guard Blooms as leader for SU
AustinBurton
Opinion Editor
Practice doesn't

start

for another half an

hour, and Andy Bloom is already hitting

game-winners.Whether spotting upin theleft
corner, coming off an imaginary screen on

Thereisn'tmuch roomleftforimprovement,

ties as a roleplayer, heisnow a staple inthe
Redhawks startinglineupand one oftheir top
offensive threats.
And as one of the elder statesmen on a

however, when itcomes to hisperformance in
the classroom.An academic All-American se-

young and inexperiencedteam,he has taken
on a leadership role.What he does now will
play a large part in determining whether he
takes that next step to become a star going
intohis senior year.
"Ifelt like this year Ishould step up into a
leadership role, helping show younger guys
how to do well," Bloom said. "To me, that
means bringing it every day, in practice and
in the games. Idon't talk a whole lot, but I
try to lead through my actions and my play
on the court."
Bloom started playingbasketball whenhe
was in kindergarten. A two-sport athlete at
Spokane's Gonzaga Prep (football was his
first love), he was recruited by SU head
coach Joe Callero, then the head coach at
the University of Puget Sound.But soon after Bloom had committed to the Loggers,
Callero left UPS and took the head job at
SU. The coach said he'd take Bloom with
him, but on one condition.
"He wouldn't have a scholarship right
away," Callero said."He'dhave to prove that
he was anNCAA Division IIplayer first."
After averaging 9.6 pointsper game inhis
freshman and sophomore seasons and provA.J. Chavez
ing to be one of SU's top shooters (he hit a
team-high 37 three-pointers last season), Andy Bloom prepares to get
Bloom wasrewarded with a full scholarship the ball at a recent home
going into this year.
game. Bloom averages 11.3
"I felt likeI
had something toprove,but not points per game.
justfor the scholarship. Iwanted to show that
Icouldbe a playerinthis league,"Bloomsaid. steals, andleadsthe teaminminutes played.
On an SU squad deep at every position,
"Ifeel like offensively,I'ma threat,"Bloom
Bloom hasbeen the constant,starting 16 of said. "Ican shoot it fairly welland Ican de-

lection last year, Bloom carries a 3.8 gradepoint average as an accounting major.
"School comes first. In the big picture,
getting my degree is why Iattended SU,"
Bloom said. "With basketball, it's tough to
organize your time, but it's just a matter of
time management."
That kind of intelligence and focus are
two of the things that impress Callero most
about Bloom.
"Andy's biggest asset is his consistency,
day-to-day. Hecomes preparedmentally and
physically for every game," Callero said.
"He's got a goodbasketball IQ. He's a solid
defender— one ofthebetter defenders onour
—
team and a very goodthree-point shooter,
and he takes care of the ball (In three seasons,Bloom has averagedjust 1.2 turnovers
per gameat SU).
At times this season,Bloomhasshown that
ability. He scored a career-high 25 points
against Alderson-Broaddus on Dec. 30, hitting five threesina game theRedhawks lost
in the final seconds. The day before, he
dropped21against St.Martin's College, who
theRedhawks play again tonight at 7 p.m.in
the Connolly Center.
"He's a classic overachiever. He doesn't
have great size, exceptional quickness or a
great vertical leap,but he's got a tough competitive attitude," Callero said. "He's just a
good all-around player, and people underestimate the valueof a goodall-around player."
Fifteenminutes afteritbegan, thepre-practice shooting exhibition ends abruptly as
Bloomis summonedinto thelockerroom for
film study.

the right wing or taking it off the dribble at
the top of the key, the end result is almost
always the same cash.
For Bloom, a 6-foot-3 junior guard at Seattle University, these warm-up shots are
taken just as seriously as the oneshe takesin
between the lines on game day. With assistantcoach BrantBorghorst firingcrisppasses
to him, Bloom goes through his daily drills,
nailing swish after swish.
It's hard to imagine, though, that Bloom
could have practiced for the situation he
foundhimselfinlast Thursday night in SU's
Connolly Center gym. With the score tied at
74 apiece and 24 seconds remaining, the
Redhawks had theballandachance to snap
a three-game losing streak against Western
Oregon University. After junior guard Bim
Makinde allowed a chunkof that time to run
off the clock, hedribbledhis wayinto a trap
and handed off to the nearest teammate.
Bloom didn't have time to think. With one
secondleft and threemen inhis face,he rose,
faded, and...
"Iknew it was going in when it left his
hand,"saidsenior swingman Jelani Williams,
who was watching from the SU bench.
"Ididn't evensee it go in,"Bloomrecalled.
The momentumfromthe shothad forced him
to fall back into the bleachers, where the
home crowd let him know theresult.
"It was exciting," Bloom said. "I'dnever
hit abuzzer-beater to win a gamebefore."
Just before turning his back to answer the
At \east not in an actual game.
the team's 18 games (SU is 7-11, 3-6 in the fend. 1can still becomea better shooter, and
This is perhaps Andy Bloom's most im- GNAC).He is second on the team inscoring improve my defense and become a better call,he coolly deposits another20-footerinto
portant seasonofbasketball. After two years at 11.3 points per game(behindsophomore passer. There arealot ofthings I
need to work the net, barelybeating theclock and winning
of watching,learning, and fulfilling his du- forward Jeff McDaniel's 12.3 ppg), third in on.Ijust want to dowhatever it takes to win." another game for his team.
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FITNESS (Continued from page 1)
But what is the most difficult element for all teams?

"Hanging in there," said Carragher.According to her, the
dropout rate for studentsis about 10 percent around the third
or fourth weeks of the challenge and might increase around
midterms.
As for the TrojanWarpigs, Gaspersconfesses his challenge
is to eat balanced meals.
"Over the last several quarters, Ihave developed a habit
for late night snacks: alittleice cream at 11 o'clock at night,
or ifIget home from work late, a hamburger," he said.
For 33-year-old Kevin Evers, it's to eat smaller portions,
while for thelastmember ofthe TrojanWarpigs, who wishes
to remain anonymous, it's discipline.
"The most difficult part is to use the stairs 10,000 times
when the elevator is right next to me and my bag is really
heavy," she said.
The Trojan Warpigs, however, remain positive, supportingeachother. Inaneffort tofoster fitness solidarity the team
is working to get some T-shirts emblazoned with their logo.
During the quarter, teams will receive health-related information via email,but willalsohave the option of attending group exercise sessions or Fitness Challenge Wellness
Events with topics such as "Know yourrisk for Cancer" and

"Get fit with anExerciseBall."
"Everyone wants a quick-and-easymagic bullet. But here
it's greatbecause you'reencouraged to move around andeat
healthy food while balancing your school and work," said
Sally Hara, registered dietitian and guest speaker for one of
the wellness events.
At the endof the challenge,awards willbe given to the top
three teams foreach categoryandnotable individual accomplishments.
However, any participant whohas earned 100 points or
more will be recognized.
According to Carragher, two participants quit smoking
during last year's Fitness Challenge.This quarter'scompetition has also seensome successful stories. Among them is
Trojan Warpigs' member KevinEvers.
Twoyears ago,Evers suffered severe injuries from a motorcycle accident. He spent the next year learning to walk
again.
"About a month ago, Iliterally couldn't do one push up,
but yesterday Idid 50," he said.
If you're interested on signing up for the Challenge, contact Anne Carragher at (206) 296-5907 or email her at
annie@seattleu.edu.

Student athletic trainer gets
work experience on campus
muscle or joint will heal better and
faster."
"What Ilikemost about my jobis that
you don't know what will happen that
Some people work because they have
day," Downing said. "Besides, Imeet
to. Some work because they like the
tons ofpeople frommany different sports
money.SonjaDowning, a student athletic
career.
and
Iget to stand on the sidelines at the
trainer at the Connolly Center actually
it, it's re- games. They are also so understanding
you're
"If
interested
in
enjoys her job.
easy to learn to do," Downing about hoursbecause it is work study."
Downingis a freshman nursingmajor ally
job. "Ihave experience in
saidofher
There was onlyone disadvantagethat
— Ididhundreds
from Renton, Wash. She decided to come it
Downing thought of.
and
hundreds
of
to Seattle University becauseit's small,
The Thursday and Saturday hours are
hours of this in high school,but they
she wouldknowher professors andher
you if you have no experience late, usually until ten at night, so it is
train
professors wouldknow who she is and
at all."
sometimes difficult to get homework
care about her success as a student.
Downing
job
likesher
because
she
done and make plans with friends on
"People like tohave fun here," Downto work to socialthose nights.
says
going
it'slike
ing saidof the attitude on campus. "Not
ize.
"Other than that, though, Ilove it,"
as in parties, but it's just a great atmoto
meet
people
Downing
gets
She
and learn
said. "It is not something I
sphere."
want
to do for acareerbecause it
people
about the
she treats and her would
Inaddition toher enthusiasm about the coworkers.
field, but it is a great
such
a
narrow
is
people on campus, she also mentioned
basis,
regular
Downing
people
a
works
career
for
who like sports and
On
that SUhas one of the top nursing schools
ultrasound, first aid, andSTEM don't want to have a very involvededuwith
in the Northwest. She wanted to get a machines.
cation."
really good education, so she chose the
most part, they [the playAs for Downing'scareer, sheis excited
"For
the
best school for her despite the challenge ers] don't tend
hurt
that
often.I
to become a nurse,andher position as a
get
to
it may present forher.
usually just hand them water on the student athletic trainer has helped her
"At first Iwanted tobe a doctor. Iwas
sidelines," Downing explained. "I discover that she likes the prospect of
really bent on that," Downing said."But
don't domuch first aid as aresult,but working with people evenmore.
then my aunt, who's anurse and myrole I a
do lot of ultrasounds and STEMs.
"I not only learn more about myself
model, said she lovedher job. Sheintrohelps us see what might when Iwork, but Ialso learnabout the
Ultrasound
ducedme to the ideaand to some people
be wrong with aparticular area, and personI'm treating, and moreabout the
whocould help me learn more about it.
the STEMsends an electrical current humanrace in general," Downing said.
It's good to know somebody in the field. through yourbody
andbreaks up scar "That's why Ilike to help people so
They really help you learn what's intissueandincreases
circulation so the much."
volvedin the job."
Shealso said that sherealized through
shadowing doctors in high school that
being a doctor wasmore impersonal, and
she wanted to work with people.
"This way Istill have the medicine
aspect ofit,"Downing said. "Imay even
go further andbecome a nurse practitioner. That's the step above a registered
nurse (RN). You can diagnose and write
prescriptions, but you still do all the
things anRN does."
Aside from the career, Downing has
other motivations to become a nurse.
"Ilearned to do things onmy ownand
take care of other people when Iwas
younger," Downing added. "I like taking care of people."
Downing became a student athletic
trainer as a matterofchance. She started
in a fall quarter class that was supposed
to help fulfill somerequirements for her
major. The class was cancelled, so her Sonja Downing gives freshman basketball player
advisor pointedher towards the work- Marcus Steele a bandage for his injured foot.

Madeleine Hottman
Staff Writer

study position that would help meet
the requirement for her major.
This was a good twist of fate for
Downing. She likes her job, and it,
unlike many of the work-study jobs
out there, will help her in her later

REDHAWKS
SPORTS 6
LEISURE
CALENDAR
Thursday. Feb. 5"1
Women's Basketball vs. SaintMartins 5 p.m. (Home)

Men'sBasketball vs. SaintMartins 7 p.m. (Home)
Jazzercise 7:15-8:15a.m. @Connolly Classroom
Yoga Plus 4-5:15 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room
Evening Yoga 6-7 p.m. @ Student PavilionMultiuse
Lindy Hop 1 7:30-8:30p.m. @Pigott Auditorium

IrishDance 7:15-8:15p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Friday.Feb. 6th
Indoor Track GNACPreview inNampa, ID
Lunchtime Walk 12:05 meet at N. door of student center 1 1 1
Yoga 2-3 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Saturday. Feb. 7th
Women's basketball vs. Central 5 p.m. (Home)
Men's basketball vs. Central 7 p.m. (Home)

Monday. Feb. 9th
Yoga 4:30-5:30p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room
Spinning 5:30 p.m. @ Connolly Spinning Room

Basic Yoga 5:45-6:45p.m. @Connolly Quiet Room
KyokushinKarate 5:30-7:30 p.m @ Connolly Classroom

Tuesday. Feb. IP111
Jazzercise7:15-8:15 a.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Are you sleepingenough? 12:05-1p.m. Pigott 102
Pilates 1 4:00-4:50p.m. @ StudentPavilionMultiuse

Spring SportConditioning 4:15-5:15 p.m. @Connolly Classroom
Pilates 2 5-5:50 p.m. @ StudentPavilion Multiuse
Spinning 6 p.m. @ Connolly Spinning Room
Tap Dance6:30-7:20p.m. @Pigott Auditorium
Capoeira 6:30-8 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Lindy Hop 2 7:30-8:30p.m. @ Pigott Auditorium

Wednesday. Feb. 11th
Avoiding thecoldandflu bugs 12:05-1 p.m. @ Schafer Aud.
Yoga4:ls-5:15p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room
Spinning 6 p.m. @ Connolly Spinning Room
Kyokushin Karate7-9 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Tai Chi 12-12:55 p.m. @ StudentPavilionMultiuse
Learn to Swim 7-7:45 p.m. @Connolly west pool
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Large percentage of judicial cases involve alcohol
Kate Opatz

treatment to community providers, which are typically
covered by health insurance."
So far this year, two students have been suspended
It's a Friday night and the rectangular, case-shaped
from residence halls as aresult of a thirdalcoholrelated
backpacks can be spotted on thebacks of students.
offense. Spring quarter usually has the highest number of
Campus has a busy feel to itand it seems as if everyone
third time offenses leading to suspension. There is no
guarantee that every third violation will produce this
has somewhere to go, probably in a large group, probably
outcome,however. "If you are one of 12 people ina room
withalcohol in tow.
Stereotypically, drinking seems to be as linked to
with three beers on your third offense, are we going to
is,
college as homework and the consequencesof that
suspendyou from theresidence halls?" asks Smith,
"Probably not. There is discretion within the framework."
bottle of vodka on aFriday night mayrange from a
In the residence halls, the exception to the moviepleasant evening withfriends to a judicial referral to a trip
with-a-6-pack
to the hospital.
situation might be a birthday party where
at
judicial
during
up
About 86 percentofall
cases SU
someone ends passing out. When this happens,public
In
year
safety
fall quarter of this
involved alcohol. the same
is alerted. It is public safety whomakes the call to
a hospital. According to Smith, this has happened fewer
quarter, 102 cases ofalcohol violations were referred to
the judicial process, with some of them being second or
thanfive times this year.
"We've been very lucky not to have experienced any
offenses.
is
little
below
the
national
norm
for
third
"SU a
fatalities," says Hawkins, "Some of our neighboring
alcohol use," says TimLeary, VicePresident for Student
Development,"that may simply be because the Northwest universities have not been so lucky."
is just not aheavydrinking area."
When aperson is hospitalized,it is the hospital that
At SU, a judicial referral as a result ofa drinking
decides whether or not authorities willbenotified. In
general, local police are only contacted by SU when
offense can mean a wide variety of things. "The most
public safety needs support withan especially unruly
commonalcohol offense is usually three or four people
watching amovie with a six-pack." says Scott Smith,
student. This,however, "is uncommon," says Smith.
According toMichael Sletten, Public Safety
Director ofResidence Life and Housing.
Manager,public safety sees about 45 to 55 alcohol related
This type of situation will generally result ina
judicial warningaccompaniedby an online alcohol
incidents per year, though in somecases is it difficult to
determine whether or not alcohol was involved. These
course. Smith emphasizes that no fines are imposed for
violations,and that the $50 charge is only to cover the
"incidents" are categorized as "malicious mischief,
usually property damage, about halfof the time. Narcotcost of the course.
Educationis greatly stressed in regards to alcohol on ics,disorderly conduct,and disturbances are the nextmost
frequentproblemsrelated to alcohol.
campus. "Bigposters don't do it," says Leary, "We need
Approximately 30 percent of the students who are
new andcreative ways to offer alternatives and education."
seen by the SU Counseling Center have alcohol-related
As a general rule, students who violate thealcohol
issues. "While some are personally struggling with
policy a second time are moved to disciplinary probation, alcohol,more than halfof this 30 percent are students
asked to complete analcohol assessment and steps are
concerned about or negatively affected by someone else's
takenin response to the form ofcounseling or education
alcohol use, such as a roommate, friend,or family
dependingon the individual.
member," says Hawkins.
"We do have a significant number of students on
This worry for another's drinking canbe a great
drain, according to Hawkins. "Often the concerned
campus who are in recovery,"says Susan Hawkins,
Clinical Psychologists andDirector ofthe SU Counseling friend's school workand other activities suffer because
Center, "We can alsorefer students whoneed specialized
they are trying to help the drinker function and stay safe.

Staff Writer

Students often say their behavior is their ownchoice and
they fail to see how much their choices about alcohol
affect those around them."
The implications ofalcohol use extend into many
areas of student life. Though Nancy Gerou, SU's Athletic
Director,says there havebeen fewer than three alcohol
related cases this year involving athletes, consequences
for policy violations have aparticular effect on athletes.
"What coaches do in response to an alcohol violationis determined inconsultation withme," saysGerou.
"Any alcohol sanction is based on the severity of the
offense, whether or not there havebeen similar prior
issues with that athlete, whether or not the incident
happenedduring his/her sport season, and what the
individual team rules say for each sport."
Though Tim Leary notes that he hasn't seen arise in
drinking over the years,SU's responses have changed as
the stakes haverisen. Throughout the country, there has
been anincrease in litigation involving alcohol incidents
on college campuses. "If something(such as assaults or
falls) happens, the ramifications have become much more
serious than in the past," says Leary,"People are looking
to blame other people."
This type of high risk has prompted a variety of
preventionmethods on campus. SEAC's LateNight at the
Bistrois one such answer. Fun,alcohol free eventsare
not expected to cure alcohol problems, but theymay help
diminish problems with excess. LateNight offers a place
for students to go evenafter they've had a couple ofbeers.
These type ofalternative may "reduce the temptation of
beers four through eight,"according to Leary.
On-campus events involving alcohol have also
changed over the years. Only Quadstock and Battle ofthe

Bands offer alcohol, and consumption is closely monitored. Five yearsago, admission to Quadstock included
alcohol. Now the cost of alcohol is separate from admission, and underage ticket buyers no longer subsidize the
alcohol ofothers.
Few on campus deny alcohol's consistent impact on
student life,but most wouldn't characterize it as a
"problem."
"People are workinghard to keepit responsible,"
Leary,
says
"We'll continue to find new ways to work
with it."
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Megan Lee
Staff Writer
When you think about dinosaurs what comes to
mind? You may think ofchildren's books the Smithsonian,
the Jurassic Park movies and dusty ancient relics, but real
dinosaur fossils arebeingdug-up, right now.
The fossils may be old, but new ones are being
found. Across the United States andCanada there are
multiple digs inprogress. Over the last four years in
Montana,just about 700 miles away,paleontologists and
geologists have been digging up dinosaur bones,lots of
them. One of the most productive digs is the Hells Creek
Project, initiated in1999 andis hoping to have their
funding renewed this summer.
So far, inMontana's Hells Creek Formation, near
Jordan and the FortPeck Reservoir, 31 dinosaurshave
been found, though not all of them willberemoved from
the ground. Of the 31 fossilized dinosaur bodies: 10 were
Triceratops, eight were TyrannosaurusRex, five were
duck-billed dinosaurs and the rest were other smaller
dinosaurs.
Montana State University, with campuses in
Bozeman and Havre (Northern),are dinosaur headquarters. TheHells Creek Formation is one of the classrooms.
MSU offers various classesin which students go out and
dig, for a unique hands-on approachpopular with students.
In the summer MSU offers a three-credit undergraduate courseto students from all over who are inter-

estedina hands-on approach and a unique opportunity.
Vickie Clouse,MSU-Northern biology and earth
sciences professor, is excited about the recent finds, she
encourages students (of all ages and specialties) "to
experience dinosaur field paleontology first-hand."
Adding that anyundergraduate students, who need to take
a lab science course, are welcome to come and take the
summer course for university credit, but it fills up fast.
The three-credit class has no pre-requisites and fulfills the
lab science requirement,counting as either earth science
(ESCI) or biology(BIOL) credit.

"The eastern and central regions of Montana are
magnificent Mesozoic playgrounds. We have so many
wonderful fossils here and not just dinosaur fossils either.
There were lots ofother interesting creatures living along
side dinosaurs that also left their fossilsin therock record.
It's so wonderful to share the excitement withothers."
Clouse said.Clouse andher colleagues enjoy their "dinorific" job and make frequent fossiliferous jokes.
But, at the same time Clouse is stern about her
reluctance to talk to the press. She doesn't want too many

Did you know...

people to come lurking around the sites.
"Ihave allowed several magazines and newspapers
to print articles on these fossils and the Dinosaur Research
Expeditions Project," commented Clouse. "But, Ihesitate
to offer these nestinggrounds up to the "mainstream"
media. For me it has becomea personal and professional
decision: whichis more important education and the
actual scienceitself or self-promotion and funding?
Because of this,Imay not ever be rich or famous but, I
also haven'thad to deal with much site vandalism or
angry landowner issues."
Jack Homer,MSU-Bozeman paleontologist and
author of "Dinosaur Lives: Unearthing an Evolutionary
Saga" isanother dinosaur Superstar. Homer is heading the
study ofHells Creek. He hopes to reconstruct the dinosaur-dominate ecosystem that existed there 65 million
years ago,during the Cretaceous period.
"One of the coolest things to come out of all thisis
that wehave discovered that T-Rex is a common dinosaur," mentioned Homer, who also gives topical lectures
at MSU. "This suggests then that T-Rex was not a predator,because predators are very rare."
TheHells Creek project is a comprehensive endeavor.It includes 13 senior scientists, several institutions, approximately 10 graduate students andan assortment ofundergraduates from allover the nation,according to theMSUUniversity News. Theresearch team is not
only looking for dinosaur skeletons, they are also examining sediments and analyzing evidence of plants, birds and
other animals that lived with the dinosaurs.
Besides the Hells Creek Formation MSU paleontologists and students have been excavating at other sites.
"Dinosaurs are dramatic and fantastic, but wehave

—

equally cool fossils here," mentioned Trileigh Tucker, SU
ecological studies professor.
Some universities,such as MSU, have entire
departments devoted to geology, but that doesn't damper
Tucker's enthusiasm about teaching ithere. Nearly every
quarter she offers her ISSC 120 class, a core, "introduction to geology" class in which shetakes the class on a
field trip to Newport Hills to hunt for fossils andlearn
more about local geology.
DuringSpring Quarter, Tucker also offers an
Ecological Studies Senior Synthesis class in which she
educates students about her specialty: minerals and
crystals.
Tucker is a spry womanwho is genuinely interested
in her students and teaching; she enjoys it. Shereminds
students of the importance of looking at the whole picture,
it's not just the fossils but everything aroundit. The
sediments tell the story.
Tucker knows thatnot all ecological studies and
geology students go into jobs that are "hard science." She
reminds them of the plethora of opportunities. Some go
into careers in sustainability, environmental studies,
environmental politics, field science,social science and
humanities,for example. She also mentioned that in the
past shehas seen students transfer to other schools that
delvemore deeply into geology.
InMontana there arealso options to study paleontology in aless formal manner,non-credit expeditions and
tours are alsoavailable. In the spring and fall over 1000
people trek to places such as theOldTrail Museum, in
Montana. Itis part of a cooperative field trip program with
the Nature Conservancy and offers activities for people of
all ages, ranging from kindergarteners tocollege students.

►There are only two states where dinosaur fossils from the pre-cretaceousperiod have
never been found.One (obviously) is Hawaii,
but thisother is our state of Washington.

According to theDinosaurInterplanetary
Gazette no dinosaur fossils have been found on
Washington land.But to compensate the state
legislature has designated the Columbian
Mammoth (Mammuthus COLUMBI), another
one was found northofSeattle last week, as the
official fossil of the state. Themammoth is
associated with the time period after late
cretaceous, less than 65 million years ago.
►Paleontologists frequently refer to the
endof the Cretaceousperiod the end of the
dinosaur epoch which began with thelate
Triassic period of220 million years ago. DIG
speculates the lack ofdinosaur fossils is because of "terrestrial sentiments are extremely
limited," indicated that the local geography
didn't have the sediments to preserve the fossils
in.

—

►Petrified Wood (1975) > Ginkgo
(from Ginkgo Petrified Forest State Park)
Although not listed as an "official
fossil", this fossilis listedas the state's "official
gem" because the petrified woodis often cut
and polished for jewelry.

i

Cross Country Dinosaur Sites

t

►The Old TrailMuseum offers tours of the
►Timescale Adventures is another research
Nature Conservancy's Egg Mountain,a world
and interpretive center that provides hands-on
programs for the general public. They offer three
famous dinosaur nestinglocality. They are inhour, one-day, two-day, three to nine days or tenvolved with the community and even have a
"Fossil Finder Day." On June 18, 2004 anyone can day options, at varying prices. Since 1968 profesbring their fossil in andhave them identified by an sional researchers and instructors provide informaexpert for free.
tive and entertaining experiences for all ages and
interests,
and the programs are conducted at active
(406) 466-5332

http://www.OldtraiLrauseum.org/
programs.html

►For people who are more of collector types

research sites,

1-800-238-6873
1-406-469-2211

http://www.timescale.org/main.html

there is also anannual Dino-Auction and Art show
each September. This 2004 show, at the Stage Stop
►Judith River Dinosaur Institute offers five
Inn in Choteau,Montana, will be the 15th annual. days of dig site instruction and excavation
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Chicago craze continues as musical comes to Seattle
singer and the fanatical lengths she will go most surprising was the transvestite-turned
to achieve it.The inevitable influence of
character of journalist Mary Sunshine.
jazzand men take on a key part to her
The character and voice ofAmos
Ladies clad inblack dresses and men success or failure, dependingon how you Hart, Roxie's husband, played by Ray
Bokhour, was thoroughly enjoyedby the
look at it.
sporting trendy button-down shirts and
audience. Amosreceived immense
slacks shuffled around the grandioselobby
"The way theyintegrated the
empathetic laughter from the crowd with
at the ParamountTheatre last Thursday
conductor of the band and the audience
within the playmade it so much fun to
his entire performance and especially from
night. T-shirts with the statement 'NOT
watch," Nikki Comeau recalls. Nikki, a
the song and dance of"Mister CelloGUILTY' printed on them were sold
alongside soundtracks, postersand mugs.
junior majoring in management, and three phane."
The ornate designs on the tall
of her friends made the night evenmore of
The performance and striking voice
ceilings and walls surrounded theaction.
an experiencebymaking dinner before the ofCarol Woods as Matron "Mama"
The anticipation and excitement in the
event. They wanted to make the night last
Morton was equallyimpressive. She added
atmosphere was contagious. TheSeattle
as long as they could to deter the demands a flare andambiance to the character that
was unique and amusing to watch.
performance of Chicago was long-awaited of the school week.
and for goodreason.
Several other Seattle University
"WhenYou'reGood toMama" was
Walter Bobbie directedthis perforstudents also attendedthe show, and
alsoreceived by the crowd with loudhoots
mingled amongst the suitsand gownsin
mance of Chicago. Hehas received the
and hollers for quite some time after the
Tony, Outer Critics Circle, andDrama
score, setting a laid-back tone for the rest
the gallery. The CAC sold approximately
$10.
19
wasa
as
price
tickets for
The
steal
of the night.
Desk awards as Best Director for Chicago.
Illinois,
set
cost
play,
Chicago,
anywhere
The
in
in the
the
for tickets was
from
"RazzleDazzle" by Billy and
$12-60.
19205,
washilarious. Lawyer,Billy
subjects
Company
late
treated controversial
Chicago
Flynn,
women,
The
scandalous
theme
of
is
jazz,
like tumultuous
andmurder.
acts as a ventriloquist to Roxie
throughout
playby
1926,
was
carried
the
the
Hart.
script
originally
supportThe
written in
ing cast of women whomurdered their
This score demonstrated the true
by a Chicago Tribune Reporter,Maurine
—
pleasure of seeing aperformance live
Dallas Watkins.
husbands who "haditcomin"' best
The original director and choreogra- describedin the score "Cell Block Tango," instead ofin amovie house.Another
pher for the Broadway musical wasBob
pleasurable nuance of Chicago was the
and their bouts with the American justice
incorporation of the live jazzband that
system. Velma Kelly and RoxieHart are
Fosse. Since the musical's beginning, it
has won over 50 awards internationally.
the twolead roles.
took up much of the set right in the middle
A couple of twists kept the plot
The story follows Roxie Hart, and
of the stage.
her dream to become a famous dancer and rolling for the Seattle crowd. One ofthe
The lyrics of the songs are original

SarahFischer
Staff Writer

—

and carry the performance to its different
scenes. Thecharacters are all energetic and
vigorous. The nods of approval, whoops
and hollers, smiles and standing ovation
from the audience proved the worth of the
performance.

Fast-tongued MC's Kamikaze worth long wait
William Hurd
Staff Photographer

some soft and slower rhymes to
show that he might just be the
greatest MC on the planet.
Known for spitting out
rhymes at a speed that Speedy

Twista, nicknamed the
motormouthMC,returns to the
front ofthe rapgame with
Kamikaze, his first album in
almost sevenyears. In the

meantime, Twistahas been

appearingin songs for other
rappers; heis the man that other
hip-hop artists call if they need a
back up vocalist. Fans andcritics
have been highly anticipating the
release ofhis sophomore album,
with someeven saying that his
second album shouldhave been
released a couple of yearsago.
Once you give the album a listen,
you will agree that it was well
worth the seven-year wait.
himself as one ofthe best, as he
The only way ahip-hop
accomplishes this paramount feat
artist is truly one of thebest is
when (s)he has the ability to
in oneofhis songs. With "Hope,"
make a feel-goodsong thateven
which couldbein the same
your grandma wouldlike to hear. league as Marvin Gaye's "What's
Going On," this song shows that
Twista can definitely count
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Twista can turn and use his talent
to make a song that really
wouldn't offend anyone.
On the title track, "Kamikaze," Twistamixes thehardand
fast rhymes he is known for, with

other rappers lack. So when
karaoke time comes, it will be
mucheasier to sing one of
Twista's songs.
Thesong,"So Sexy," with R.

Gonzales wouldbe jealous of,
Twista makes "Slow Jam" not too
much ofa slow jam oncehe gets

Kellysingingbackup vocals for
Twista,doesn'treally seem to have
toomany goodrhymes. Itlacked

on the mic. With Kanye West and
Jamie Foxx appearing as back up
vocalists, "Slow Jam" could
garner somemusical awards in
the upcoming year.
With "GetMe" and "Kill
Us All,"Twista shows he stillhas
the hunger he displayed on his
last album, Adrenaline Rush,
proving that hehasn't lost a step
and age truly does make everything better.These two songs lead
off the album andit just gets
better as it goes on.
On"One Last Time"and
"Still Feels So Good," Twista
displays some slower and
smoother rhymes that show the
versatility that he possesses that

some wordsthatcouldhave set this
songoff. Justby thetitle I
expectedit
to be anoverthe top song,but Iwas
deniedthat feeling.Iwouldhave to
rate this songtobein themiddle. The
onething that saves thissong isthe
producing skillsofR.Kelly.
Nine ofthe 16 songs on
Kamikaze featureother well-known
rappers likeKanye West, R. Kelly,
Ludacris and Memphis Bleek. But
you willknow whoisthelead
vocalist oneach songthat features
them.

Twista displaysallhistalent on
this album,showing thathemight
just bethemost versatile rapperin the
rapgame. This albumis amust have
forall hip-hop fans.
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Tyrone Brown brings people Black to their Roots
Megan Lee
Staff Writer

"A lot ofblack women can't do things because of
their hair," explained"Black to My Roots" Director/
Producer Tyrone Brown, BrownBox Productions. This
quote encapsulates the contemporaryproduction's theme:
hair and heredity. Thehair is an obstacle,and this production delves into what the obstacle means within the culture
and heredity of the black woman. The play isone of five
contemporary theatre productions to be shown as part of
this year's KingCounty Performance Network (KCPN).
"Seattle weather is the worst, they almost have to
plan their day around their hair,ifit's raining you need a
hat or it gets all crazy," Brown mentioned, havinggrown
up with women in this environment. "Youcan't go get
your hair wet after ithas just been pressed."
Another monologue, 'Music to My Ears,' is inspired
by an experienceCo-Author Reneschia Brownhad at
—
school. Someone pulled her beads out ofher hair and
not only did shehave the immediate shock of the situation,but it wasmore than just that.
Co-author Reneschia Brown feels the process of
writing is a lotlike journaling. She takes the ideas, talks to
people andlooks at the responses. She enjoys the response
she gets and all she is learning about the heredity ofhair.
"We give them anidea and they write it," articulated
TyroneBrown,the 33 year-old theater director/producer,
from the University District. We are focused on trying
new theatrical endeavors like "Black to My Roots," to
bring diversification andblack theater into popular
culture.

Beingon KCPN isBrown's first foray into seeing
how this production will work in Seattle. As aproducer/
—
director he feels a lot ofblack theater gets relegated
givenspecial treatment.
—
"Iam not complaining, it's justreality Iwant to
put out a quality product that is universal,but Ido have to
remember who my audience is."
"Black to My Roots" is a series of 12 monologues,
writtenby Reneschia Brown,(TyroneBrown's younger
sister) and KathyaAlexander.
The two women possess very different writing
styles, and Brown believes the juxtapositionof their styles
is what gives "Black to My Roots" such life and depth.
Brown brings the urban contemporary,modern voice to
the monologue scripts, while Alexander's voice tends to
be more rural and historic.
Theall-female monologuesare deliveredby five

"A lot ofblack women can't do
things because of their hair...
Seattle weather is the worst,
they almost have to plan their
day around their hair, if it's
raining, you need a hat or it
gets all crazy"
—Tyrone

Brown

African American actresses; each describing her unique
relationship withher hair,and how her locks have styled
her life. Reneschia Brown is also one of the five performers.

"Itis a bit strange that my sister and Iare working
— always remember her tagging along to
together I
auditions,etc. but Inoticed she loved to write, she was
alwaysjournaling and writing on napkins. She has a great
voice."Brown said. "Not only her writing voice, but she
—
has somuch presence on stage sheis probably the
loudest person Ihave ever heard."
The monologues portray women dealing with their
hair beingpushed,pounded, fried,dyed, laid-down,
weaved, pressed, twisted,extended,hot-combed, relaxed,
locked, braided, hair rolled, curling ironed...anything, but
left to just be.
KCPN, thehost of the monologues,is a locallyfunded arts programnow in its seventh season, aimed at
bringing greatperformances to local neighborhoods.
"Black to myRoots" began the KCPN circuit with a show
at Vashon Allied Arts (VAA), Jan. 17, in honor ofMartin
Luther King weekend and will continue with three
upcoming shows.
The opening at VAA got greatreviews.Janice

—

Randall, VAA performingand literary arts publicist
commented, "Brown offers subtle yet definitive direction,
while allowing actorsplenty of leeway to deliver monologues in their ownpersonal style with plenty of attitude

and spunk. Our audience left smiling and satisfied."
After completing the four KCPN shows Brown
plans to revamp the show and continue it after abrief
hiatus.
"Upuntil now the show has beenin control,"Brown

casually mentioned. "But in the future weare looking to
try somenew monologuespossibly with male actors.
"Black to My Roots" has also been well received on
theroad. This originalplay hasreached audiences as far as
Edinburgh, Scotland, during the International Fringe
Festival as well as crowds in New York City.
The Edinburgh Fringe Festival was a great experience for both Browns; they were impressed with the
magnitude of the event.
When T.Brown took "Black to My Roots" to
Edinburgh in 2002 it washis third time involved with the
Fringe Fest, but solo-directorial debut. He first attended in
1999 withother students from UNLV, and in his second
appearance in2000 he co-directed a play. He says the
second time wasa bit terrible— but it chalks it up as a
learningexperience,he hopes toreturn a fourth timein
2005.

Whilst in Edinburgh R.Brown beganresearching a
piece dealing withlittle girlshaving their curls touched.
She remembers talking to the mother of wee lass with
bright red curls. They were struck by the similarities, the
cultural significance of touching hair. They discussed the
taboos ofhair touching: when,how and whypeople
should touch the hair andhow to say no.
"Irealized the gravity of touching hair— how it's
such a cultural thing," she explained. "Whenis it OK for a
stranger to come up and touch your hair?"
Theatrical inspiration struck T. Brown young;his
first audition was infifth grade. His mom took him to tryout for the folk opera "Porgy and Bess," in which he
landedhis first role.
Along the wayBrown also participated in the
Northwest Boy's Choir and aproduction of the Seattle
Opera's "Carmen."
—
"Theater is veryunforgiving ifyou have abad
experience but, if it goes well you go and go and go,"

Brown mused. "If that first audition at "Porgy and Bess"
—
would have gone bad Iprobably would not behere
now."
Twoof the next productionproject dancing around
in Brown'smindis "Forrest for the Trees"and "Hamlet
X."
"When Shakespeare wrote [Hamlet] it was theatre
for the people- down to carth— Iwant to bring a down to
earth way of presenting it," explainedBrown.
While researchingBrown was overwhelmed by the
similarities UofMalcolm X andHamlet. He is excited and
nervous about the idea; it willbe his first time directing
Shakespeare.

—

Got graphic design skills? Come be our Spectator Cover Editor!
Interested?
E-mail Erica Terence at terence@seattleu.edu
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FUTURE
TEACHERS' CLUB
Informational meeting willbe held on
Wednesday February 1 8, 2004 at 1 2.00in the
Casey Atrium where Professor JohnChattinMcNicbob from the Sdbool of Education will be
speaking oo the benefits of teaching
1 undi wilt be provided!
Please RSVP to stonesl.gswMtleu.edu.
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One World TOlikO: Japanese Drumming
Tonight, 6-7 p.m. at Cherry Street Market
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FeaturingRudy Currence
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200. Help Wanted

-

Benaroya Research Instituteat Virginia Mason
Lab Aide (Part time - less
than 19 hours/week). This
part time position will be
responsible for preparing
and maintaining common
laboratory reagents and
supplies. This includes
preparation of buffer solutions, yeast andbacterial
media and plates, autoclaving of sterile supplies,
updating laboratory records
and performing routine
laboratory equipment
maintenance. Required
college level biology and
chemistry laboratory experience. Email: jobs@benaroya
research.orgAttn: HR
Benaroya Research Institute
1201 Ninth Avenue Seattle
WA 98101 Fax: (206) 2237543 EEO M/F

-

NURSING STUDENTS
Participate in a study to
evaluate a web-based tool
on assessing pain, and earn
$75. Participants will view a
web-based tutorial or a
videotaped lecture, complete
a few questionnaires and
take part in a short video-

taped evaluation. Study
procedures will take about 3
hours. Call Dr. Cohn at 206748-0443 x24 or email
lcohn@talariainc.com for
more information. This
study is being conducted by
the University of WashingtonDepartment of Anesthesiology and Talaria,Inc.

500. For Rent
MOUNT BAKER Rainier
Valley Home for rent.
Looking for a nice house
close to campus, to share

400. Services
500. For Rent
600. Misc.

with friends or your family?
My four-bedroom home is
available for rent starting
Feb. 1 Includes all ameni-

.

ties,dishwasher, washer/

dryer, hardwood floors and
carpet, two full bathrooms,
fireplace, upper and lower
back decks,

lovely garden and hum
mingbirds in the winter!
Pets OK, close to Lake
Washington, grocery shopping, video store, busses,
pea patch, etc. Contact Leah
at leahkohlenberg@yahoo.com
or at 206-722-0388.

FACULTY-STAFFGRADUATE STUDENTS
House for rent available
immediately 1220 East

Barclay Court.One ofthe
houses owned by theUniversity is available. The
house on Barclay Court has
two bedrooms, living room,
bathroom, eat-inkitch and a
basement with a washer and

dryer. Thebath and kitchen
were remodeled and the
house will have a new roof.
Other repairs and improvements have been made with
new carpeting, thermal pane
windows and interior (and
exterior painting-weather
permitting). Rent: $1200
per month + utilities. Deposit: $500. If interested,
please call Phyllis or Judy
in the Auxiliary Services
Office at 6274 or come to
Campion 103.

600. Misc

-

Adoption A happy home,
loving parents & excited
sister await the joy of a new
baby. Please call Shirley 1800-682-1888 code 88 or
attorney, Joan, collect 206
728-5858 file 5440.
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Mexico City Subway
Lends Books to Riders
Mary Jordan
The Washington Post
MEXICOClTY— Ricardo Aguilar hustleddown
the subway steps one recent morning and pushed
through the turnstiles,straight into Mexico City's
newest public library. At nearly two dozen subway
stations, officials have begunhanding out 1.5 million free books, a novel experiment aimed at promoting literacy and maybe even cutting down on
crime.

"Wehope this canchange attitudesand helppeople
along better," said Mariano Cruz, a spokesman
for the Metro, which organized the programwith financial backing from private businesses and foundations.Cruzsaidtheideaoriginated in discussionsabout
how to make the subway safer. While some consultants argued for placing armed guards on trains, he
said,Metro officials decided to try improving the atmosphere withbooks instead of guns.
Passing time in the underground reading poetry
and short stories, Cruz said, is a way "to elevate
and promote culture" in acrowded subway system
plagued with pickpocketing and sexual groping so
rampant that the Metro has separate cars for men
and women during rushhours.
"Ilove this idea," said Aguilar, 37, as he gladly
took one of the free books, heading off to his job
selling musical instruments. "We don't have a lot
ofreaders in Mexico,andif wehadmore, we'dhave
fewer social problems."
Mexico's official literacy rate is 90 percent, but
beyond the 10 percent ofpeople unable to read are
millions more who barely can. Public libraries are
rare andbooks are expensivein this country, where
newspaperandbook readership isexceedingly low.
Leading national newspapers sell fewer than
get

It is an open question whether lending books will
encourage betterbehavior among the subway'snearly
5 million daily riders.
One security guard on the Green Line saidit might
have the opposite effect. "In fact,itcouldpromotemore
delinquency,because ifpeople are reading on the subway, they might not be keeping an eye on their purse
or their wallet and become an easy target for pickpockets," he said, not wantinghis name used for fear
of being pegged as a naysayer. The guard said he
doubtedthieves would suddenly be so enthralled with
literary passagesthat they would forget how theymake
their living.
"They are notgoing to suddenlypick upa book and
just stop robbing,"he said.
But another city police officer who monitors the
Metro,Heriberto Ziga, said he thought the honor system wasa great idea that "promoteshonesty." Reading poetry has to be better for one's character than
looking at the pornographic tabloidssold at many subway stops, he said. Beyond that, he said, if thousands
ofcommuters are all reading the same passages, they
willhave something to talk about with one another.
Organizers said they would introduce anew special
edition of the paperback published for the subway
every twomonths. The first, a 153-page book with a
slick black cover, features works by nineauthors. They
include Vicente Lenero, who wrote the screenplay for
the hit movie "TheCrimeofFather Amaro," and wellknown Mexico City author Carlos Monsivais, whose
"The Solidarity ofthe Population" describesthe city's
response to a devastatingearthquake in 1985.
Cruzsaid the stories,poems and plays are designed
to be read in 1 0 to 15 minutes, ideal for commuters
ridingjusta few stops orall the way across the sprawl
ofMexico City.
"
Nicolas Diaz, 34, returnedhisbook at the Viveros

150,000 copies,a day, and if a book sells 20,000 stationafter readingit on his seven-minute commute
copies,it is considered a best-seller.
to work."It'sstupendous,"he said, "/only gota chance
Thebooks inthe new program,"For a Quick Read to reada little because Iwasn't on the Metro for that
on the Metro," are lent on the honor system: Pas- long. But I'm returning it so someone else can have a
sengers are supposed to take them as they get on chance."
the subway and return them as they exit.
So far, the program has been exceedingly popular.
trust,"
Many passengers said they could not remember the
"It's a programbased on
Cruz said.
Sofar not everybody hasbeen so honorable.Since last time anybody gave away anything or trusted
the programstarted last month,37,000 bookshave strangers. Television stations havebeen showing pasbeen lent and 64 percent have been returned. But sengersreading onthe subway,and in doing so,spreadit's stillearly, said Cruz, whoexpressedconfidence ing the wordabout the program to its target audience:
that the returnrate would improve.
those who rarelyread but watch a lot of television.

Scandals Weaken Peruvian President
Scott Wilson
The Washington Post

girlfriend's father while serving in
Toledo's Cabinet. The next day, a
judge placed Cesar Almeyda,
—
LIMA, Peru President Toledo's former head of intelliAlejandroToledo, whohas made gence,under house arrestfor allegfighting official corruption in edlyconspiring with a central figPerua central element ofhis ad- ure in the corruption case against
ministration,has been weakened former spy chief Vladimiro
in recent months by ethical scan- Montesinos.
"It is clear this is an isolated indals involving severalofhis key
advisers.
cident which does not involve the
Since the end of November, government," Toledo said of the
four Cabinet members have been Almeyda casein a national address
removed from Toledo's govern- on Saturday evening. "I reiterate
ment followingallegations ofin- that anyone who is corrupt is my
fluence-peddling and nepotism, enemy and the enemy of my govprompting Toledo's critics to dub ernment."
him "the incredibly shrinking
The ethics scandals have pushed
president." Among those who Toledo from the political high
have left is Toledo's popular ground he assumedon taking office
prime minister, Beatriz Merino, in July 2001, when he promised to
who was widely viewed as one root out the corruption that had
of the few independent voices characterized two previous presiinside the administration.
dencies.
The allegations, which have
Toledo's approval ratings have
pushedToledo's approvalratings rarely exceeded 20 percent sincehe
into the single digits for the first was elected. But he received the
timeinhis30-month tenure,have supportof just 7.3 percent of Lima
mounted in the last week.
residents responding to a poll reOne of Peru's two vice presi- leasedMonday.Nearly threeinfour
dents, Raul Diez Canseco, re- respondents said they blamed him
signedFriday facing accusations most for failing to fulfill campaign
that he granted tax breaks to his promises to end corruption, create

thousands ofjobsandcombat the
poverty that afflicts more thanhalf

of Peru's 27 million people.
Thedecline in support comes at
a delicate moment for Toledo, a
former World Bank official whose
management of the economy has
led to relatively brisk growth. His
political weaknesshas stalled atax
reform measure in Congress and
threatens his ability to sell the publicon bilateral trade talks with the
United States, which he says are
essential to sustain Peru's ecosuccesses
Although the economy has
grown in all but one month since

nomic

Toledo took office, few Peruvians
have reported a rise in income.

Much of the economic growth has
come from increased exports in
such sectors as mining, an industry largely controlled by foreign
companies, with only a small share
of the profits reaching Peruvians.
That, among other issues, has
made free trade difficult to sell to
the public here and across the
Andes region.Peru is scheduled to
begin negotiations in March with
the Bush administration, which
has placed free trade at the top of
its agendafor Latin America.
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Presidential abuse of
Questionwithof the Week:
labs?
Areyou satisified
SU's computer
Why or
why not?
Send your answers as a Letter to the Editor, or as an
opinioncolumntospectator@seattleu.edu. Lettersshould
be300 words maximum, whilecolumns shouldbe 500
words minimum.
Spectator editorialboard

power deserves scrutiny
Similarly, despite the fact that
Congress is the only governmental
body legally empoweredto declare
war, the Vietnam conflict, never
officially awar, is another example
of presidential power abused for
political ends. TheGulf of Tonkin
incident,therationalebehindarush
towards armed conflict without
Congressional declaration of war,
is the greatest fraud of the 20th

—

Editorial
Recently, Congressbeganlooking into increasing the number of
troops allowed in the military.

It's about time.
Inthe early 19905, just afterDesertStorm and at theendof thelast
big military drawdown, many qualified people left the military,
while those who couldn't survive outside the military institution
remained.
It'sa real treat for those who have to learnhow to do a job in a
hurry to learnfrom someone whocan bare.ly do the jobthemselves.
While there were a few people whohad decided long ago to make
the military their career, they were few and far between, having
been so roughly abused by constant deployments and the other
stresses of doing a dangerous job.
Today, the watchword in the military is retention. Keeping
qualified people around todotheirjobs andtrain thenextgeneration
of soldiers,sailors andairmen isparamount tothe success of today's
armed forces. Unfortunately, due to many long deployments and
other personal reasons, some of thebetter-trained people are leaving. The current stop-loss system keeps many from leaving on their
departure from the military dates.
The UnitedStateshas more people deployed in more places than
itever has before. Ithas troops in the U.K., Bosnia-Herzegovina ,
Albania, Japan, Afghanistan, Saudi Arabia, South America, and
Northern Africa to name a few.
An increase in troop levels will decrease stress on our nation's
military, hopefully shorten deployments, and make a more stable
workingenvironment for everyone involved.
Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld does have an interesting
dilemna. He has to figure out the best way to balance the military
budget. Ifhe investsin people, that's money that comes out of his
military toys budget. Military toys, though, reduce the amount of
troops needed to deploy. Still, troops are needed to operate the
equipment and to provide a presenceof force to be effective.
Itisobvious to me that theend strength of themilitary needs tobe
increased in order to provide stability. In doing so, there will be
better trained,happier andmore effective defenders of our country.

century.

CHARLES WESLEY
Spectator columnist

On Aug. 4, 1964, North VietnameseFTboats allegedly attacked
theUSSMaddox.Theresultingpush
President Bush has called for a for war by President Lyndon
bipartisan inquiry into the intelli- Johnson, and subsequently Presigence failures in therush to war in dent Richard Nixon, was responIraq. Thestaggeringdividebetween siblefor thedeaths of58,156 Ameriwhat Congress and the nation was cans.
told and what the inspectors and
James Stockdale,a pilot who witDavid Kay found points to a mas- nessed the GulfofTonkin incident,
sive failurein the system governing later said, "Ihad thebest seat in the
the war-making process of the house to watch that event, and our
United States. While Kay, a Bush destroyers were just shooting at
appointee,speculates that the intel- phantom targets— there werenoPT
ligencecommunity is to blame,the boats there."
results ofhis reportdemandthatthe
Which brings us to the greatest
issuebe investigated.
fraud of the 21st century: the secBut the issue at hand is larger ond Iraq War. In the cases of both
than whether theintelligence was to Vietnam and Iraq, the Executive
blame,or whether,asI
believe,that branch strong-armed the Congress
the Bush administration willfully into giving up its power to wage
and illegally misled theworld with war.Inexchangefor loosely worded
selective intelligence,whetheritwas resolutions withlittlelimits onpresitrue or not. The larger question we dential power, the Congressandthe
shouldbe asking is,"How can one American people were given conbranch of the government strong-

arm the nationinto a war ofchoice
withlittle tonoevidenceproving its
necessity?"
The Iraq War isbut one instance
in a trend that can be tracedback to
at least World War11. The internment of Japanese-Americans, a directresultofExecutiveOrder 9066,
signed by President Franklin D.
Roosevelt on Feb. 19,1941, is one
example of presidential power
TheSpectator EditorialBoard consists of Erica Terence, abused during a time ofcrisis.
KyleFord and AustinBurton.Signedcommentaries reflect
The order effectively gave the
Secretary
of War the authority to
the opinions of the authors and not necessarily of the
create
"military
areas" where "any
Spectator, Seattle Universityor its student body.
or all persons [could]beexcluded"
at will.
— The result was 110,000
people many of them American
citizens imprisonedin concentration camps throughout the western
S EATTIC f- UriIVERSITY
states. A commission in 1980conKEEPING WATCHSINCE 1933
demned the action, and in 1988,
Kate Opatz, Staff Writer
Erica Terence,Editor-in-Chief
under President Reagan, the Civil
Kate White, Staff Writer
Liberties Act of that year allowed
Kyle Ford,Managing Editor
reparations to be paid to the former
Amy Daybert,News Editor
Lauren Farricker, Staff Writer
AngelinaSanelli,Sports Editor
Madeleine Hottman,Staff Writer
detainees— s2o,ooo each, totaling
Hurd,
Austin Burton, Opinion Editor
William
StaffPhotographer some $1.2billion.
Small,
Arena,
Features Editor
Tiffany
'The truth is, that constitutions
Jessica
StaffPhotographer
Cruz,
Marissa
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flicts thatborelittleresemblenceto

therationale offered. There wasno
attack against the Maddox,andas it
turns out, there are no weapons of
mass destruction. There are, however,many serious questions.
And an inquiry into the ClA's
failures will not lead us to answers.
America needs to seriously reevaluatehow power is exercisedby
the government. Specifically, the
growing power of the Executive
branch should be revisited and, I
believe,curtailed.
The Bush administrations has
given usmany examplesofthe ways
the office can be used to abuse
power.From the influence of special interests (Energy TaskForce)
tocorporate ties (Halliburton/KBR
no-bidmultibillion dollar contracts
with evidence of extensive overcharging from fuel to food)to intelligence manipulation (Niger uranium claim, etc.), the Executive
office, withineffective checks, can
in the least act immorally. At the
most, the Office of thePresidentof
the United States can be used to
violate the very principles of democracy and freedom.
"Totake a single stepbeyond the
boundaries drawn around the powersofCongress,"ThomasJefferson
wrote, "is to take possession of a
boundless fieldof power,no longer
susceptible to any definition."
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Ipropose that the investigation
into therush to war look at how the
intelligence wasgathered, but more
importantly, how intelligence was
selected and how and who determined what was "good, solid" intelligence and what was not.
Secondly, theinvestigationought
to thoroughly compareevery claim
made by the Executive branch
against the intelligence that was
—
known at thetime particularly that
information that did not fit into the
neo-conservative agenda.Ifclaims
were found to be expressly false,
and were known tobefalsebymembers ofthe intelligencecommunity,
then thoseguilty of the claimsought
to be charged with the appropriate
crime.Ifanofficial gavefalse statements to Congress, including the
State of the Union address, and
—
shouldhaveknown whether they
claim to have known or not— they
should be held accountable by the
legal system.
Lastly, the investigation ought to

look intothe Congressionalcapitulation to the Executive's push for
war. The emphasis ought to be on
whether the Congress was given a
full account of all of the intelligence, andif not, the investigation
ought to list how and where the
system failed to keep the nation
from going into a war of choice
without all the facts.
There ought to be a moratorium

placedonfuture military actionuntil
this has been completed, with the
exception of the proper declaration
of war already properly given to
Congress. If, during the time of
investigation, the nation should
come under attack the Congress
must function as itisintended to
as adeliberative body thatcan act as
theonly governmental body authorized to permitmilitary action.
Real change will not come about
by whitewashes that blame people
like George Tenent when many
more serious,systemic troubles still
exist.Thereis absolutely noreason
the American people and the world
shouldbeforcedto takeapresident's
word. A president should never be
given the power to choose to act
alone,and any president who fights
to keep that right is fighting to undermine the sanctity of American
government. It is high time that we
eliminate the errors that allow for
greatmisdeeds to bedone bysitting
presidents. Simply denouncing
them after they are done is not an

—

option.
We must act to pre-empt future

wrongs before they are forced upon
us.

Charles Wesley is a senior
English major. Send feedback
to wesleyc@seattleu.edu

Got somethin' to say? Write a letter to
the editor or write an opinion column
on tne toPic of your choice.

spectator@seattleu.edu. Ifyou are interested in writing an opinion column,
contact Austin Burton, Opinion Editor, at burtona l@seattleu.edu.
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Politicians setting bad example for students

TOBIE NEELY
Spectator columnist
"Liberals

welcome every

Muhammad, Jamul, and Jose who

wishes to leave his Third World
stateandcome toAmerica mostly
illegally to rip off our healthcare
system,balkanize our languageand

—

—

destroyourpolitical system," stated
17-year-oldhighschool junior Tim
Bueler, who borrowed the quote
from nationally-syndicated radio
host Michael Savage.
In the Jan. 23 edition of The Seattle Times,a storyentitled"Claims
of political harassment turn teen
into conservative hero" reported on
Bueler,a student at Rancho Cotate

Later, Mr. Bush said, "If judges
High School, north of San Fran- adolescent in politicalrivalry.
Republicans
If Democrats and
insist on forcing their arbitrary will
cisco. He's received national attendiscussing
spent
as much time
their upon the people, the only alternation for founding the Conservative
has
furthering
Club that causedconfrontations views and
their educa- tive left to the people wouldbe the
they
withother students due to its "rac- tionon theissues as
have spent constitutional process." The Presieach
other
writings
attacking
ist"
andultra-conservative
with trivialin- dentshouldheed his own words.
sults,our country would be closer
views.
Buelerconceded that although he
to
to
grew,
opposing
finding
veryprobAs tensions
solutions the
considers Savage "the voice ofreahealthcare,
at
that
divide
hotlines formed the school.Bueler lems
us:
so- son" he didn't agree with Savage
security,
calling a gay caller a "sodomite."In
Hotline"
cial
andinternational
relacreated a "Conservative
students
to
tions.
that sameconversation,Savagethen
report
for
"un-Ameriby
made
teachers.
The
Jan.
20
State
of
the
Union
told the caller to "get AIDS and
can" comments
In response, ananonymous faculty address illustrated this very prob- die."
member formed the "Liberal lem. The audiences' ears were
This language of extremists on
Hotline" witha pamphlet reading, closed as some patriotically ap- bothsides spreads the controversy,
"Let's take astand against the neo- plauded while others shook their but what concerns me most is the
conservative wing-nuts who call heads during President George W. words of those with respected authemselvesAmericans."
Bush's speech spouting opinions thority. Bush sets anawfulexample
Bueler is beingnationally cham- carefully tailored to enhance the by notreading the newspaper.Conservativesclaim that themedia has
pioned by conservatives advocat- audience response.
ing the formation of conservative
President Bush saidin reference a liberal bias, so he writes off the
to the Defense of Marriage Act, media. Acknowledging the views
clubs across the country.
Theslandering attributedtocam- signedin1996 byPresidentClinton, ofhiscritics wouldhelp himunderpaigningpoliticians has permeated "That statute protectsmarriage un- stand the views of the people he
our nation,causing theseimmature der federal law as the union of a represents.
acts to infiltrate our public schools manand a woman." Through these
The fact that a faculty member at
in discourse between students and words he further divided the coun- Bueler's school responded to
teachers. What appalls me most is try over an issue that does not con- Bueler's controversial club illusnot only the distorted views of the cern the majority of our nation's trates that person's lack of matuimpassionate Bueler, but the fact welfare, but only offends and iso- rity. How can studentslearn to bethat a teacher would contend an lates individuals of our society.
have with tact and compassion if

Charitable organizations
always need your help

SEAN REID
Spectator columnist
Whether your favorite Democratic presidential candidate
droppedout, came up victorious or
remains defiantly hanging by a
thread after last Tuesday's primaries,itshouldn't stop you from doing the best thing you can to show
your support:
Buy. Their.Bobble Head.
Such things are possible at
www.bobbleheadelection.com. if
you're a fan of Wesley "The General"Clark,John"PoofHair"Kerry,
or Howard "Yeeargh!" Dean. All
three are available at low prices.
Watch theirplasticlikenesses shake
and bob in the face of political adversity!
However, therealreason you,as
a diehard liberal (or ironic
conservative...whatever!), should
buy saidbobble heads is to benefit
the charity that the site sponsors.
For everybobblehead sold,$5 goes
to the Kristen Ann Carrfund to find
a cure for Sarcoma Cancer. Sarcoma, anaffliction of whichI
happen to be mildly aware, is one of
those peskier forms of cancer that
remainsresistant tomost treatments
ofradiation.Soyou'dbedoingsome
good while getting a fancy little
trinket for entertainment.

Which brings me to the point of
this cheap, half-noble/half-advertisement 700-plus word essay:
Charity, despite however poor
you areasacollegestudent,is something to seriously think aboutperforming. Ifyou can afford thelatest
CD of that hippity-hop music you
kids listen to nowadays, you can
certainly dropacouple ofbucksfor
an organization with a good cause.
Or donate volunteer time, or work
pro-bono. Besides the selfish benefits to you (padding the resume,
making contacts andgaining references) you also are doing something genuinely beneficial to the
world as a whole, and in a time of
third-world poverty, rampant disease, and "preemptive self-defense," we certainlyneed it.
Here, pay attention. Remember
Kevin Kline's professor character
in The Emperor's Club, that feelgood 2002 movie you never saw,
wherehesays tohisimpressionable
students, "Great ambition andconquest without contribution is without significance. What will your
contribution be? How will history
rememberyou?"

Ponder that. Now, hold on, it's
not a guilt trip. Here's a vital component to living you should con-

—

sider. Charity shouldn't be something "extra" in your life something to be done just to feel good
about yourself.More thanleaving a
legacy or earning your name on a
plaque, it's about putting others
before oneself, and getting something righteous done on a largely
unjust planet.
Oneof the biggest causes inneed
servesthesurvivorsof the devastatingIranian earthquake inthe city of
Bam, which killed an estimated
30,000andleft 45,000 people without homes last December. People

do the same?

Adherence to the First Amendment has been calledinto question

in Bueler's community. Officials
have a difficult timedetermining if
the Conservative Club should have
been allowed in the first place.Everystudent isentitled to free speech,
but what if a student's opinions
offendsother students,thus making
them uncomfortable at school? A
club slogan of "Protecting ourBorders, Language, and Culture" is
threatening to some students.
If leaders could address issues
witheach other in a respectful manner, they would set better examples
for teenagers likeBueler. Whether
these leaders are school faculty,
journalists, or the President, they
need to take responsibility for what
they sayanddo.Thisinfluencecould
prevent harassment in highschools
duringa crucial timewhile students
search for their own opinions.
Tobie Neely is a freshman
honorsmajor. Sendfeedback to
neelym@seattleu.edu

Letters to the
Editor

are withoutbasicnecessitiesof food, Response toIraq war
water,sanitation and shelter. Even
worse, the quake caused walls in a
Iwas dismayed by Mark
local prison to fall, freeing around Griswold'scolumn ("BenefitsofIraq
8,000 inmates, who've dramatically

increased the crime rate. Those interested in giving aid or donations
can learnmoreon theUSAIDwebsite at www.usaid.gov/iran.
The Jesuit Volunteer Corps is alwaysin need of service or support.
For those committed to social justice, the corpsoffers the freedom to
pursue a variety of causes. Volunteers in the Northwest regionhave
done everything from feeding the
poor each weekinPortland,Ore.,to
caring for special needs children in
Alaska. Check it out at
wwWjesuitvolunteercorps.org.
Seattle University's own Campus Ministry works a variety of
community serviceprojects,including the notable Multifaith Works
AIDS Project. Thegoal ofthe effort
is aimed at raising help through
local faithcommunities toserve the
needs of those affected by HIVand
AIDS, helping them with daily
choresor justsitting down formeals
and conversation. The project is
one ofthe manyavenuesoncampus
that assist others in living alife of
dignity and relative health.
And that's what you get left with
in the face of charity, my friends.
It's the general understanding of
knowing your life and then knowing it canbeused toaffect othersfor
thebetter.After yougaze overyour
expansive CD collection, fancy
wardrobeand thenlook out the window to see you're attending a private, four-yearuniversity, yourealize, "Crap, I'm one lucky skunk."
The world deserves your help.
Scan Reidis a senior creative
writingmajor. Sendfeedback to
re/ds @seattleu.edu

their most influential role models,
second only to their parents, can't

warbetter thanimagined," TheSpecfor many reasons,
and sincerely hope that it doesn't
have amarkedinfluence onstudents
on campus.
I
havelivedmuch longer than Mr.
Griswold has,and cannot find many
positives in any war,especially the
Iraq war. Violence breeds violence,
certainlydisagree withhis stateandI
ment that war couldbe a catalyst for
peace. World War II was heavily
advertisedas "the war to end wars."
I
becamea teenagerduring that war,
andhadmany closefriends and cousins who served in that war, and in
later wars.It obviously did not end
wars.Ihave witnessed long-lasting
damageinflicted onthosewhoserved
in the military and their families and
friends. As a nurse,Ihave cared for
men and women who were injured
both physically andmentally incombat. Ihave had many friends who
servedas nursesincombat zones.In
my estimation, the "success"of war
efforts arenever worth the cost, and
war has never brought a "new era of
peace on this planet."
The war inIraq has disturbed me
more than any war in which our
country has ever been involved for
many reasons, which Iwon't enumeratebut willjust share apersonal
experience.InAugust, 2002,my son
celebrated his 20-year high school
reunion. One of his good friends,
who has lived in Singapore for a
number of years,joined the celebrationand stayedovernight atourhome
after the party.The following morning he andI
didabit of catching up.
During our conversation,he toldme
about his job ("oil broker"), and
veered into politics. He mentioned
tator, \r15-04)

theCarVy\e Group (about which1

hadbeen totallyignorant), andpredicted that America was headed
for war withIraq becauseof theoil
andtheinvestmentinterestsof that
group (of which George Bush Sr.
was a member). He mentioned
otherreasonsbesidesoil that would
be given to the "gullible and trusting" American people to propel
this country into war. Iwas
shocked. Later,I
asked my son if
things
the
hisfriendhadsaidcould
possibly be true. My son is very
knowledgeableaboutinternational
affairs;hehas traveledextensively
in his jobs in international business,and has spent much timein
Europe and the Mideast. He said,
"It's true; sadly, it'sall true."
During the past few weeks I
have been fascinated by the articles about Paul O'Neill (former
secretary-treasurerof the current
administration). Eighteenmonths
ago, my son's friend predicted
much that O'Neill recently revealed about the war and the oil
motivation,and the reasons given
to us.It's verydisturbing.
Thanks toMr.Griswoldforwritinghis article. Ihope a little more
researchbroadenshisinformation
and changes his stance.Ifheisn't
familiar with the Carlyle Group,
he might find the Internet informativeand basicallyaccurate,even
if some of the articles are written
in a sensational way.Ido not believe the downfallofSaddam was
worththe manylives,injuries, and
misery this war has caused so far.
Unfortunately, it is not over, and
the younger generation will pay
regret that my generathe price. I
tion hasn'tmade better decisions.
Mary Bartholet
Professor Emeritus
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What would you miss most
after you had a sex change?
Compiled by Jessica Arena

"Victoria's Secret."

"Being able to pee standing up."
-ALEX LARA, SENIORHISTORY/ENGLISH

"Ilike to sing baritone andthat
probably wouldn't happen."

"Football."
-MEGANMINTHORN, FRESHMAN GEN-JOEY ANGEL,JUNIORPRE-MEDITHEOLOGY ERAL SCIENCE

"The inner strength thatI
< celebrate as a woman."
CHRIS SPAIN,SENIORBIOLOGY ■-NADEJEALEJAMDRE, AC■

COUNTING

"The loss of socialstatus."
-NOAH ALLEN,JUNIOR ENVI-

"The loss of self-respect."
-JOSHALLEN, SOPHOMORE,

RONMENTAL ENGINEERING

UNDECLARED

"Sexy underwear."
-LYDIA WOODALL, SENIOR
MARKETING

"Mypenis and boys clothes.'
-ANDY GONZALEZ,FRESHMANNURSING

